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S C I E N C E  C A S E S  -  E X O P L A N E T S

• Exoplanet demographics on Solar system scales (0.5 AU to >5AU) 

• Exoplanet characterization from Earth-like planets, Super-Earths, 
Mini-Neptunes, Ice and Gas giants 

• Orbital configuration/dynamics 

• Atmosphere composition, clouds/hazes 

• Energy budget, climate 

• Spin, Weather 

• Moons, rings 

• Biosignatures on Habitable Earth-size planets around M/K stars 

• H2O, O2, CH4 trifecta



N. Batahla

Pre-Kepler Post-Kepler
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giant(planets(in(long(period(orbits(around(stars,(and(such(ground5based(campaigns(should(be(continued(
with(diligence.(Not(only(will(they(provide(a(census(of(outer(giant(planets,(they(will(also(provide(targets(for(
subsequent(characterization(studies.(

The(precision(of(the(RV(technique(has(steadily(improved(to(the(point(where(the(detection(of(Earth5mass(
planets( in(short5period(orbits(around(bright(stars( is(now(also(possible( (e.g.,( the(rocky(Earth5size(planet(
Kepler578b).( Efforts( are( underway( to( improve( this( precision( even( further,( potentially( allowing( routine(
detections(of(short5period(Earth5mass(planets(around(a(range(of(host(stars.(Developing(this(capability(is(
not(only(important(for(surveying(nearby(systems(down(to(low(masses,(but(also(for(providing(crucial(mass(
measurements(for(planets(detected(by(transit(surveys,(such(as(the(TESS(mission((discussed(in(Section(2.2).(

In(principle,( it(may(be(possible(to(improve(RV(precision(to(the(point(where(the(detection(of(Earth5mass(
����	��������	���������	����	���
��	�����������	��������������	����	������������������	��	����	������	��
�
their( frequency.(RV(measurements(might( then(yield(critical(mass(measurements( for(exoEarths(detected(
by( the( direct( imaging(missions( of( the(Formative( and(Visionary(Eras( (see( Section(2.3).(Recognizing( the(
importance(of(these(ground5based(efforts,(NASA(has(invested(in(this(line(of(research,(with(recent(examples(
being(the(Eta5Earth(survey(and(the(Kepler(follow5up(program(on(the(Keck(I(ground5based(telescope.(

Figure'2.5!Kepler!exoplanet!discoveries!inform!us!about!the!fraction!of!stars!with!at!least!one!planet,!as!
depicted!here!for!planets!in!orbits!shorter!than!85!days.!These!statistics!were!derived!from!the!analysis!of!
�
������������	��
��	�����������	���������������
�����������������	�����		������������	�������������������
��
focus!of!active!research!and!are!likely!to!change!with!more!knowledge.!Credit:'F.'Fressin'(Harvard'
CfA)

Fressin 2013
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“Fulton gap”



1 in 4 M-type stars has a rocky planet in its Habitable zone

Proxima Centauri b 
Artist rendition (ESO/M. Kornmesser)

Dressing & Charbonneau 2015 



B L I N D  S E A R C H  V S  TA R G E T E D  C A M PA I G N  
R V,  T E S S  A N D  G A I A

• Plethora of new RV machines coming 
online, many now expanding to the near-IR 

• TESS Launch imminent (Spring 2018) 
• All-sky transit mission 
• More exoplanet demographics 
• Expected to detect a few super-Earths in 

100-day orbits around nearby stars 
• Remember single-transits 

• GAIA expects to find >>10,000 Jupiters 
orbiting FGKM and WDs <100 pc, many 
with orbits (and masses!) 

• ~2,600 detections of Jupiter mass planets 
incl. ~500 accurate orbits (assuming 
ηJup~3% from RV) 

• Some detectable with ELTs @  1e-8 contrast 
• Astrometric trends from 1-70 MJup 

companions. BDs detectable with current 
ExAO

Sozzetti 2015



S C I E N C E  C A S E S  -  P L A N E T  F O R M AT I O N

• Planet formation and systems architectures 
• [Fe/H] and C/O ratios vs distance, migration history 
• Disk substructures: rings, gaps, spirals  
• Complementarity to ALMA

The Planetary Systems Imager — 4/10

Figure 2. PSI can constrain the masses and
orbits of forming planets by observing
morphological features of cirucmstellar disks.
Shown are 3D rad-hydro model predictions for
PSI in H-band scattered light imaging, with
spiral arms excited by a Neptune mass planet
(left) and gaps opened by a Saturn and a
Jupiter mass planets (right). Solar system
planets are on their current orbits in a disk
around a 1 Msun star at 140,pc. The images
assume an IWA of 2 l/D. Images adopted
from Dong & Fung (2017a,b).
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PSI provides the spectroscopic and astrometric data (potentially combined with RV mass constraints) needed to
investigate correlations between the locations and properties of different planets within a planetary system, including
minor bodies. In the solar system, understanding such correlations has given us invaluable clues as to the system’s
formation history and dynamical evolution. For example, measuring the spatial locations and extent of the asteroid
and Kuiper belts (as well as modeling their dynamical interactions with Jupiter) have been critical to understanding
the potential mechanisms for the delivery of water to the nascent Earth. Tracing the architectures of extrasolar
planetary systems – both planets and disks – is required to understand planet formation, evolution, and ultimately
habitability. Indeed, planetary metallicities and/or abundance ratios (e.g. C/O) may indicate the semi-major axes at
which planets form, tracing their subsequent migration.

Studying circumstellar disks can probe the full life-cycle of planetary systems: protoplanetary disks probe the
earliest stages of planet formation when orbital architectures are still in flux, while debris disks reveal a system’s
long-term evolutionary state. The small IWAs afforded by TMT’s aperture will allow us to probe true solar system
planet analogs at separations of ⇠1 AU out to 140 pc, where the nearest star forming regions are located (Fig. 2). For
these nearest protoplanetary disks, PSI will image the gaps, spiral arms, and other asymmetries that trace the planet-
disk gravitational interactions of planets, including down to terrestrial mass. The morphology of these structures will
help constrain the masses and orbits of forming planets. Furthermore, current telescopes are generally limited to
imaging colder debris disk components (analogs to the Kuiper belt), but PSI will be able to access the separations at
which zodiacal dust and asteroid belt analogs reside. Such belts have the potential to reveal morphological signs of
unseen planets below PSI’s detection limits and further contextualize system architectures. For both protoplanetary
disks and debris disks, multi-wavelength photometry and polarimetry will be able to constrain the properties (e.g.
size distribution, porosity, composition) of ⇠micron-sized dust. In protoplanetary disks, this dust represents the
building blocks of planets, while in debris disks it is generated from collisional cascades of asteroid and comet-like
parent bodies. By probing both types of disks we can trace the evolution of dust grains over the range of planet
lifetimes, from their birth to their long-term evolutionary state.

1.5 Other Science
Although PSI is optimized for characterization of exoplanets and disks, it will support a broad range of

astrophysical science by expanding the capabilities of the TMT first generation instrument suite. PSI provides
science cameras covering 0.5–5µm with imaging, polarimetry, and low/medium/high-resolution spectroscopy, all
behind a high-performance, natural guide-star system. PSI will feed AO-corrected starlight to a separate channel
for 10 µm instruments. Within this group of capabilities, a few stand out as unique compared to TMT’s first
generation instrument suite: thermal infrared imaging and spectroscopy, diffraction-limited imaging in the visible,
and high-resolution spectroscopy. All three of these cases are enabled by PSI’s AO system, which is designed to
maximize sensitivity in the mid-infrared, provide low wavefront error for visible diffraction-limited imaging, and
feed single-mode fiber spectrographs, which can be much more compact (and inexpensive) than seeing-limited
spectrographs on smaller telescopes. As part of the feasibility study we will examine whether PSI can make use of
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• Solar system science: 
• Volcanic Eruptions on Io  
• Organics in Comets  
• Asteroid Multiples  
• Planetary Atmospheres  

• Galactic Astrophysics:  
• Stellar Multiplicity  
• Stellar Evolution  
• Inner Regions of Circumstellar Disks  
• Ice Lines in Disks  
• Dust streamers in Interacting Binaries  
• Compact Objects  

• Extragalactic Astrophysics: 
• Inner Regions of Quasar-Host Galaxies  
• Spatially Resolved Spectra of Nearby Galaxies 

O T H E R  S C I E N C E S



H O W - T O :  D I R E C T  R E M O T E  S E N S I N G

• Fill out parameter space not probed by indirect techniques ☛ Direct imaging 

• Orbital properties (SMA, e, i) ☛ Astrometry 

• Bulk properties (Mass, Teff, log g) ☛ Multi-λ Photometry 

• Atmosphere’s composition, spin, inhomogeneities ☛ Spectroscopy (LRS, HRS)  

• Cloud morphology, particle sizes and composition ☛ Polarimetry  

• Planet-disk co-evolution ☛ Disk imaging (scattering, emission)



O. Guyon



O. Guyon



C O M P L E M E N TA R I T Y  
W I T H  J W S T

• Major impact in transit 
spectroscopy of short-
period planets 

• High-contrast imaging 
of self-luminous 
planets at larger 
separations 

• Limited low-resolution 
spectroscopy

Morley et al. 2015



C O M P L E M E N TA R I T Y  W I T H  W F I R S T  C G I ,  
H A B E X / L U V O I R
• Launch >2024 

• 0.4-1.0 um, R~70 spectroscopy 

• Inner working angle 0.2” 

• Discovery and characterization of nearby 
giant planets, several Neptunes 

• Coronagraph may or may not have 
significant science program 

• An opportunity for TMT for Reflected-light 
spectroscopic follow-ups of Jupiters/
Neptunes at 100-500K Teff. 

• Technological synergies 

• And HabEx and LUVOIR





F E AT U R E S  O F  T H E  P S I  C O N C E P T

• Ability to address a wide range of science goals 

• Including non-exoplanet science 

• Modularity 

• Core capabilities support different science instruments 

• Upgrade paths to accommodate new technology 

• Fiber feeds allow straightforward use of instruments deployed and tested on smaller 
telescopes 

• Relatively compact 

• Diffraction-limited, narrow field-of-view optics 

• Allows for phased development and deployment



T M T- P L A N E TA R Y  S Y S T E M S  I M A G E R

Science case requires broad wavelength coverage



I M A G I N G  G A S  G I A N T S ,  M I N I -
N E P T U N E S  A N D  R O C K Y  P L A N E T S

1 l/D IWA coronagraph, SNR=5 in broadband (400nm) @ 800nm 
Speckle-noise limited with predictive control 
No chromatic effects (WFS and science at 800nm) 

J. MalesJ. Males



H I G H  D I S P E R S I O N  C O R O N A G R A P H Y  A S  A  
T O O L  T O  D E T E C T  B I O S I G N AT U R E S  W I T H  T M T





S. Domagal-Goldman



H D C  S I M U L AT I O N S  F O R  G S M T S

High Dispersion Coronography (HDC) 
    A New Observing Technique for Exoplanet Characterization at ELTs 

Ji Wang1, Dimitri Mawet1, Garreth Ruane1, Renyu Hu2, Björn Benneke1  
1, California Institute of Technology; 2, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

HDC@Keck
Detecting H2O, CO, and CH4

In Gas Giant Planets

HDC HDC@ELTs
Detecting Biomarkers
In Habitable Planets

Conclusions

References: [1], Wang et al., 2017a, AJ, 153, 183. [2], Wang et al., 2017b, In Prep. [3], Mawet et al., 2017, ApJ, 838, 92. 
Please ask about HDC simulations for HabEx/LUVOIR

Albedo spectra of an Earth-like planet.  

Email: ji.wang@caltech.edu 

Methods

•  HDC simulation shows that the Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer 
(KPIC) can detect CO, H2O, and CH4 in the atmosphere of HR 8799 e 
even at moderate starlight suppression levels[1].

•  At high levels of starlight suppression, HDC may provide sufficient SNR 
for Doppler imaging of planet surface.  

Illustration of the HDC technique. Top: Three essential components, a 
coronagraph, an FIU, and a spectrograph, are combined to suppress and 
discriminate starlight. Bottom: raw data is cross-correlated with a model 
spectrum to extract planet signal.  

HDC Simulation

Flow chart of simulation for an HDC instrument. The simulation pipeline 
provides guidance to set system requirements for an HDC instrument and 
understand the fundamental limit of the HDC technique. 
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Starlight Suppression 

HDC offers a promising way of searching for biomarkers in Proxima 
Cen b with ELTs. Plots above show detection significance contours of J 
band HDC simulation for Proxima Cen b (d=1.3 pc)[1]. Planet/star contrast 
is 1.6 x 10-7. The simulation assumes 100 hour exposure at TMT.  

HDC relaxes the starlight suppression requirement by a factor of 
1000. Plots above show detection significance contours of K band HDC 
simulation for CO2 and CH4 in a hypothetical M dwarf planet in the 
habitable zone (d=5 pc)[1]. Planet/star contrast is 6.2 x 10-9. The simulation 
also assumes 100 hour exposure at TMT.  

•  HDC significantly increases sensitivity due to its spatial and spectral 
filtering of starlight. The technique provides a new way for characterizing 
exoplanet atmospheres. 

•  KPIC (talk on Monday at 12:50PM) will be powerful in characterizing 
directly imaged gas giant exoplanets.  

•  An ELT HDC instrument can be used to search for biomarkers in the 
atmospheres of potentially habitable planets around M dwarfs.  

•  Caltech group led by Dr. Dimitri Mawet are advancing the HDC 
technique in simulation (P2052), observation, data reduction[2], system 
design (P3038), and lab demonstration[3] (P1024).  

Fiber&Injec+on&Unit&
(FIU)&

Observing exoplanets with high dispersion coronagraphy. I. The scientific 
potential of current and next-generation large ground-based telescopes,  
J. Wang , D. Mawet, G. Ruane, R. Hu, B. Benneke, AJ 2017



E A R T H - L I K E  P L A N E T  C H A R A C T E R I Z AT I O N
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H I G H  D I S P E R S I O N  C O R O N A G R A P H Y

Mawet et al. 2017



Design: J. K. Wallace (JPL). I&T: N. Jovanovic (Caltech), J.-R. Delorme (Caltech), D. Echeverri (Caltech).

F I B E R  I N J E C T I O N  U N I T  F O R  T H E   
K E C K  P L A N E T  I M A G E R  A N D  C H A R A C T E R I Z E R

24”



T E C H N O L O G Y  G A P S  -  H A R D W A R E
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include more expertise in non-exoplanet cases. Our ultimate aim is to develop a significant user community
throughout the partnership, including in non-exoplanet fields. We are in close contact with the MICHI science
team and are aware of the commonality in some of our science areas between PSI and MICHI; we intend to
make detailed shared studies at a future time should these whitepapers be approved.

2. We will refine tools to predict the raw contrast delivered by the hypothetical AO system of PSI by improving
on the semi-analytic treatment of the contrast limits of AO developed in Guyon (2005). Recent progress in
the framework has incorporated temporal system dynamics and predictive control (Males & Guyon 2017);
we will incorporate estimated telescope dynamics of TMT in this treatment. Further refinements can include
the effects of differential imaging and post-processing techniques. We will determine the final contrast as a
function of guide star magnitude, zenith angle, and atmospheric conditions. This work will help us to identify
aspects where simulations will be necessary for future trade studies.

3. We will develop tools for synthesizing hypothetical populations of exoplanets based on known distributions
from radial velocity surveys and Kepler, along with expected yields from TESS and Gaia (i.e. Crossfield 2014;
Savransky et al. 2017). Combined with a catalog of known exoplanets detectable with PSI, these tools will be
used to quantify trades between performance and yield in developing the science requirements.

With these in hand, the second phase of our study will flow down the science requirements to the technical

Items Requirements Actors/Partners Notes

High-Density
Deformable Mirror

120⇥120, fast, large stroke (6 µm),
low defective actuator count

BMC, NG, ALPAO, IRIS AO,
TNO, Phys Inst, Xinetics,
Northrop Gruman

R&D initiated by ALPAO,
ESO, BMC, synergies with
space, Could be realized with
woofer + tweeter setup

Low-noise detectors <1 e� ron, energy resolving, fast
(ms), both for optical and IR

E2V (EMCCD), FLI, Nüvü,
Leonardo/UH (IR-APD),
UCSB/JPL (optical/NIR MKIDs)

Synergies with WFIRST-CGI,
HabEx/LUVOIR

Coronagraph for
segmented, obscured
apertures

>20%BW, small IWA, high
throughput

UoA/Subaru, NASA AMES,
Princeton, Caltech, JPL, Leiden,
ABC/NAOJ, Hokkaido U

Solutions exist, need
lab/on-sky demos

Low order wavefront
sensor (LOWFS)

Fast, out of band, sensitive, sensor
fusion

UoA/Subaru, NASA AMES,
UCSC, HIA, U of T

Now in operation, telemetry
management not unified

Real Time Controller Fast, large scale SVD (predictive
control)

UoA/Subaru, MicroGate,
GreenFlash, JPL, KAUST, Osaka
Univ.

Requirements TB refined

Fibers
(single/multi-mode,
bundles)

Low-loss, cryogenic, feedthroughs,
photonic lanterns, high-density high
fill factor bundles

LVF, Corning, Caltech, JPL,
fiberguide, ABC/NAOJ, U Tokyo

Synergies with RV and highly
multiplexed spectro

Polarimetric devices Fast switching high efficiency
modulators, achromatic waveplates Leiden, Caltech/JPL, Subaru New tech. Available: e.g.

polarization gratings

Dichroics/ADC High efficiency, large bandwidth,
cryogenic Asahi Spectra Microstructures promising

Table 1. Key technologies for TMT PSI — high priority HARDWARE needs. Actors/Partners will expand with our collaboration.

Items Requirements Actors/Partners Notes

Extreme AO 2 kHz, 100 µs lag for I = 9,
120⇥120 elements

UoA/Subaru, LLNL, Stanford,
JPL, NRC

⇠2 kHz loop frequency,
assuming predictive control

Focal plane WFS/C Control amplitude speckles, NCPAs JPL/Caltech, NRC Eliminates non-common paths
from control

Predictive AO control Achieve 100 µs-level temporal lag
on I = 9 sources

LLNL, Victoria, Stanford,
UoA/Subaru

Improves sensitivity, critical
for M dwarfs

Sensor fusion Integrated control algorithms
making use of all sensors/telemetry

Princeton, JPL/Caltech,
UoA/Subaru

Improves sensitivity, addresses
WF chromaticity

Post-processing
Bridge the gap between raw contrast
and astrophysical contrast, work at
the photon noise limit

LAOG, Berkeley, Caltech,
Stanford, STScI, UCLA, NRC

Machine learning techniques
(supervised learning), coherent
differential imaging

Table 2. Key technologies for TMT PSI — high priority SOFTWARE needs. Actors/Partners will expand with our collaboration.
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include more expertise in non-exoplanet cases. Our ultimate aim is to develop a significant user community
throughout the partnership, including in non-exoplanet fields. We are in close contact with the MICHI science
team and are aware of the commonality in some of our science areas between PSI and MICHI; we intend to
make detailed shared studies at a future time should these whitepapers be approved.

2. We will refine tools to predict the raw contrast delivered by the hypothetical AO system of PSI by improving
on the semi-analytic treatment of the contrast limits of AO developed in Guyon (2005). Recent progress in
the framework has incorporated temporal system dynamics and predictive control (Males & Guyon 2017);
we will incorporate estimated telescope dynamics of TMT in this treatment. Further refinements can include
the effects of differential imaging and post-processing techniques. We will determine the final contrast as a
function of guide star magnitude, zenith angle, and atmospheric conditions. This work will help us to identify
aspects where simulations will be necessary for future trade studies.

3. We will develop tools for synthesizing hypothetical populations of exoplanets based on known distributions
from radial velocity surveys and Kepler, along with expected yields from TESS and Gaia (i.e. Crossfield 2014;
Savransky et al. 2017). Combined with a catalog of known exoplanets detectable with PSI, these tools will be
used to quantify trades between performance and yield in developing the science requirements.

With these in hand, the second phase of our study will flow down the science requirements to the technical
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segmented, obscured
apertures
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UoA/Subaru, NASA AMES,
Princeton, Caltech, JPL, Leiden,
ABC/NAOJ, Hokkaido U

Solutions exist, need
lab/on-sky demos

Low order wavefront
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UCSC, HIA, U of T

Now in operation, telemetry
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Polarimetric devices Fast switching high efficiency
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cryogenic Asahi Spectra Microstructures promising
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Focal plane WFS/C Control amplitude speckles, NCPAs JPL/Caltech, NRC Eliminates non-common paths
from control

Predictive AO control Achieve 100 µs-level temporal lag
on I = 9 sources

LLNL, Victoria, Stanford,
UoA/Subaru

Improves sensitivity, critical
for M dwarfs

Sensor fusion Integrated control algorithms
making use of all sensors/telemetry

Princeton, JPL/Caltech,
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Improves sensitivity, addresses
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Bridge the gap between raw contrast
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F R O M  PA P E R  C O N C E P T S  T O  S Y S T E M  I N T E G R AT I O N  

Paper concept (TRL 1) Lab demo (TRL 3) On-sky demo (TRL 5)

Return on investment for ground-based instruments is more rapid.   
But we need more investments!
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Winn, J. N., & Fabrycky, D. C. 2015, ARAA, 53, 409

Team Team Leads
Expand Exoplanet and Disk Science Case Bruce Macintosh (Stanford), Rebecca Jensen-Clem (Berkeley), Max

Millar-Blanchaer (JPL), Michael Liu (UH)
Expand Auxiliary Science Case Mike Fitzgerald (UCLA)
Contrast Curve Tool Development Olivier Guyon (Subaru), Jared Males (Arizona)
Population Synthesis Tool Development Tim Brandt (UCSB)
Requirement Refinement Dimitri Mawet (Caltech), Lewis Roberts (JPL), Mitch Troy (JPL)
Instrument Trade Studies Andy Skemer (UCSC), Max Millar-Blanchaer (JPL), Olivier Guyon

(Subaru), Nemanja Jovanovic (Caltech), Jeffrey Chilcote (ND)
High Spectral Resolution Science/Instrumentation Björn Benneke (Montréal) and Étienne Artigau (Montréal)
Collaboration Growth and Management Mike Fitzgerald (UCLA), Ben Mazin (UCSB), Bruce Macintosh (Stan-

ford), Andy Skemer (UCSC)
Final Synthesis and Report Mike Fitzgerald (UCLA) and Ben Mazin (UCSB)

Table 3. Study team leadership.

Figure 4. A timeline showing an implementation phasing scenario for PSI. Current R&D efforts seek to advance the technologies in
Tables 1 and 2. While the improvement in IWA and contrast enabled by the aperture of TMT will open many science opportunities in
exoplanet characterization, advancing the achievable contrast through these areas will help maximize the return of PSI and allow evolution of
the instrument architecture. The final design of PSI-Red corresponds to the end of the technology R&D phase. The optimization of PSI-Blue
is more dependent on technical development, so its design begins later, and its integration and testing phase overlaps with the scientific use of
PSI-Red. Not shown is the development of instrumentation associated with the 8–13 µm channel.


